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Abstract: In the minimal extension of the standard electroweak theory with ultra massive Majorana
neutrinos, the process e− + e− → µ− + µ− could be observable, in sharp contrast with the reaction
e− + e− → W−+ W− which is entirely controlled by neutrinoless double beta decay ββ0ν data.
Our result provides the process background that must be confronted ”new physics” models which
postulate doubly charged particles, such as the gauge bilepton Y −− in the SU(3)c×SU(3)L×U(1)
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With nonzero neutrino mass recently reported by the Super-Kamiokande collaboration[1], it is ex-
pected that new physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) should soon show up in experiment, a
typical example would be the observation of rare processes especially those which are absolutely for-
bidden in the SM. The amply discussed[2] electron-electron option of the future next linear collider
(NLC) is an interesting area for investigating new physics. It provides the prospect for the discovery
of Le, Lµ, Lτ lepton-number violation, especially the Dirac versus Majorana nature of neutrinos, their
masses and mixing.
While the first question – are neutrinos massless or massive?– is presumably settled[1], the second
question on the neutrinos nature – are they Dirac or Majorana particles ? – remains poorly known.
The purpose of this note is to point out that the e−+ e− → µ−+µ− reaction could open a new win-
dow to answer the second question, in competition with ββ0ν , the ”gold-plated” neutrinoless double
beta decay of nuclei (A,Z)→ (A,Z +2)+ e−+ e− frequently discussed in the literature. We show
that the two processses ββ0ν and e−+ e− → µ−+ µ− are complementary, each one separately pro-
vides distinctive constraints to the Majorana nature of neutrinos, their masses and mixing. Therefore
their observations could give two independent informations; both processes when considered together
could further amplify our understanding in the nature and origin of neutrino masses, their Dirac or
Majorana component. This e− + e− → µ− + µ− reaction is independent of ββ0ν , in sharp contrast
to the e− + e− → W−+ W− process which is directly related[3] to ββ0ν . It is important to realize
that while observation of ββ0ν decay cannot be directly translated to a value for the neutrino mass,
it can certainly be used to infer the existence of a non-vanishing Majorana mass regardless of what-
ever mechanism causes ββ0ν to occur[4]. Precisely, if ββ0ν is not seen at a certain level, its absence
does not imply an upper bound on Majorana neutrino mass, but if it is seen, its presence does imply
a nonzero lower bound on neutrino mass[5]. As we will see, these basic facts equally apply to the
reaction e− + e− → µ− + µ− that we are discussing now.
In the minimal extension of the SU(2)L×U(1)Y Standard Theory with massive Majorana neutrinos,
four Feynman diagrams contribute to the e− + e− → µ− + µ− scattering in the most general
renormalizable Rξ gauge. It is important to note that only massive Majorana neutrinos, but not
massive Dirac neutrinos, can give rise to the e− + e− → µ− + µ− reaction. The box with two
left-handed W− gauge bosons exchanged shown in Fig.1 is one graph. The three others not shown
here are similar to Fig.1 in which the W− is replaced in all possible ways by the unphysical Goldstone
φ− boson, the one absorbed by the W− to get mass from the Higgs mechanism. Separately each of the
four diagrams is ξ-dependent, only their sum is gauge-independent. The vertices ℓNW and ℓNφ are
given for instance in[6] where ℓ stands for the electron, muon or down-type quarks and N the heavy
neutrino fields or up-type quarks. The following identities are useful when dealing with Majorana
neutral fermions:
ℓγµ(1∓ γ5)N = −N cγµ(1± γ5)ℓc and ℓ(1∓ γ5)N = +N c(1∓ γ5)ℓc , (1)
where ℓc and N c are respectively the charge-conjugate of the ℓ and N fermionic fields, generically
denoted by ψ with ψc = Cψt and C−1γµ C = −γtµ. For Majorana field Nmaj, one has N cmaj =
η∗Nmaj where η is the phase creation factor of the field Nmaj.
As an illustration, let us explicitly write down the e− + e− → µ− + µ− amplitude given by the
diagram of Fig.1, neglecting the external momenta (see however the remark below) and using the
Feynman-’t Hooft ξ = 1 gauge:
∫
d4k
(2π)4
[µγλ(1− γ5) i6k −Mi γ
ρ(1+ γ5)µ
c] [ecγρ(1+ γ5)
i
6k −Mj γλ(1− γ5)e]
(−i)2
(k2 −M2W)2
, (2)
the factor
(
−ig
2
√
2
)4 (
UµiU
∗
ej
)2
ηiη
∗
j is implicitly included. Here Uℓi denotes the Maki–Nakagawa–
Sakata (MKS) mixing matrix in the lepton sector, the analog of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
1
(CKM) of the quark sector. The neutrino mass is Mi and g2/8M2W = GF/
√
2 with GF ≈ 1.166 ×
10−5/(GeV)2 being the Fermi coupling constant.
The sum of the four diagrams yields the final result for the e−(p) + e−(p′) → µ−(P ) + µ−(P ′)
amplitude denoted by A,
A = KGF√
2
αem
2π sin2 θW
[
u(P )(1 + γ5)v(P
′) + P ↔ P ′]⊗ [v(p)(1 − γ5)u(p′) + p↔ p′] , (3)
where the identity
[uγλγρ(1 + γ5)v]⊗ [vγργλ(1− γ5)u] = 4 [u(1 + γ5)v]⊗ [v(1− γ5)u]
has been used.
The coefficient K which encapsulates all the dynamics due to virtual Majorana neutrinos in the loops
is found to be
K =
∑
i,j
ηiη
∗
j
(
UµiU
∗
ej
)2√
xixj
[(
1 +
xixj
4
)
F (xi, xj) +
G(xi, xj)
2
]
with xi,j =
M2i,j
M2W
, (4)
and
F (x, y) = F (y, x) =
1
x− y
[
x lnx
(x− 1)2 −
y ln y
(y − 1)2 +
x− y
(x− 1)(y − 1)
]
, (5)
G(x, y) = G(y, x) =
1
x− y
[
x2 lnx
(x− 1)2 −
y2 ln y
(y − 1)2 +
x− y
(x− 1)(y − 1)
]
. (6)
The typical common factor √xixj in (4) which reflects the Majorana neutrino effect comes from the
product [
γλ(1− γ5) i6k −Mi γ
ρ(1 + γ5)
] [
γρ(1 + γ5)
i
6k −Mj γλ(1− γ5)
]
in (2). The first term F (xi, xj) in the bracket of (4) comes from W− W− exchanged in Fig.1, the
second term xixjF (xi, xj)/4 from φ−φ− exchange and G(xi, xj)/2 from W−φ− + φ−W−. When
Majorana neutrinos are involved[5], note the amusing fact that electron and muon can be described
by the unusual spinor v rather than the standard spinor u . Also we have
F (x, x) =
(x+ 1) ln x− 2(x− 1)
(x− 1)3 , F (x, 0) =
1− x+ lnx
(x− 1)2 , F (1, 1) =
1
6
, F (1, 0) =
1
2
. (7)
G(x, x) =
1− x2 + 2x lnx
(1− x)3 , G(x, 0) =
1− x+ x lnx
(x− 1)2 , G(1, 1) =
1
3
, G(1, 0) =
1
2
. (8)
The corresponding cross section is
dσ
d cos θcm
= |K|2 α
2
em
8π3 sin4 θW
G2Fs , σ = |K|2
α2em
4π3 sin4 θW
G2Fs , (9)
where s = 4E2 = (p + p′)2 = (P + P ′)2 is the total energy squared. With identical muons in the
final state, the factor 1
2
is included in the cross section.
Remark- In the box diagram calculation given above, only W boson as well as heavy Majorana
neutrino masses are kept, while the external momenta are neglected. This approximation turns out to
be not unreasonable for two reasons. First, for nonzero p, p′, P, P ′, explicit calculation can be done as
it was performed[6] previously in a different context, resulting in a complicated analytic formula with
dilogarithm (Spence function) involved, instead of a simple logarithm in (5), (6). This approximation
is equivalent to an expansion of K as a serie ∑n cn(s/M2W )n for s < M2W . The leading term c0
2
is given by (4), the coefficient c1 of the first s/M2W term is easily computed and similar to c0 in
their analytic expressions. For any fixed xi, xj , with
√
s ≈ 100 GeV, numerically K (without the
factor ηiη∗j (UµiU∗ej)2) is damped by a factor of ≈ 1.5 compared to (4). For
√
s = 3MW , we find
numerically that |K| in (4) decreases by a factor of six, similarly to the case found in[6] for the same
kinematical s/M2W value.
Second, in contrast to the e− + e− →W−+ W− reaction where s > 4M2W is large, the e−+ e− →
µ− + µ− is free of this experimental constraint and s can be small so that the expansion in s/M2W
makes sense. Note the important fact that in (9), the linear dependence of the cross section on s is
simply due to the kinematical factor [u(P )(1 + γ5)v(P ′) + P ↔ P ′]⊗[v(p)(1− γ5)u(p′) + p↔ p′]
in (3). This linear s dependence of σ tells us that the signal e−+ e− → µ−+µ− may be observable
at high energies due to kinematics; the dynamics in contained in K •
For heavy Majorana neutrinos xi ≥ 1, the most important contribution toK comes from the x3F (x, x)
term due to φ−φ− exchange which illustrates the non decoupling of heavy fermions in electroweak
interactions, unlike QED or QCD. With xi ≥ 1 and for not too small mixing, i.e. ηiη∗j (UµiU∗ej)2) ≈
10−1, 10−2, the coefficient K could be of order O(1). The cross section σ which linearly increases
with s could get a few femtobarn (10−39 cm2) at √s ≈ 100 GeV. This indicates a readily detectable
Le,µ violating event in a collider with integrated luminosity of 1033/cm2s for a few months. We also
note an important fact that the masses Mi and the mixing Uℓi are in general independent each other.
The assumed behaviour Uℓi ∼ (mℓ/Mi)k with k > 0, inspired from the empirically observed CKM
matrix in the quark sector, is necessarily model-dependent[7].
As already noted in[2], the important fact is that unlike the e− + e− → W−+ W− process, the
dynamical coefficient K in e− + e− → µ− + µ− is not directly related to the following relevant
quantities in ββ0ν decay which are either
∑
j
ηj|Uej |2Mj
q2
(10)
for light Majorana neutrinos (M2j ≪ q2) where q ≈ 100 MeV is the momentum transfer between
nuclei, or ∑
j
ηj |Uej|2
Mj
(11)
for heavy Majorana neutrinos (M2j ≫ q2).
The lastest neutrinoless double beta decay of 76Ge performed at the Gran Sasso laboratory[8] gives
〈| ν |〉L ≡
∑
j
ηj |Uej |2Mj < 0.2 eV , (12)
or
〈| ν−1 |〉H ≡
∑
j
ηj |Uej |2
Mj
< 10−5 TeV−1 , (13)
where the highly nontrivial nuclear physics matrix element 〈| q2 |〉 is taken into account.
Since the neutrino masses Mi and their mixing Uℓi enter differently in K on the one hand and in
〈| ν |〉L, 〈| ν−1 |〉H on the other hand, the experimental constraints on ββ0ν cannot be of direct use
for e−+e− → µ−+µ−, contrarily to the e−+e− →W− + W− case[3]. Of course if all the Mi,Mj
are vanishingly small regardless of the mixing elements Uej and Uµi, then both ββ0ν and e−+e− →
µ− + µ− are desperately unobservable. However this scenario unlikely occurs. If the Majorana
neutrinos are light, the small 0.2 eV value in 〈| ν |〉L is presumably due to the cancellation among
different terms in (10), each term could have a larger mass and their mixing could have opposite sign.
3
The second scenario with superheavy Majorana neutrinos is equally possible provided that their
masses and mixing satisfy the constraint (13) for 〈| ν−1 |〉H. This happens in grand unified theo-
ries and especially in the seesaw mechanism[9] for which neutrinos with vanishingly small masses as
reported in oscillation experiments are naturally understood and always accompanied by superheavy
Majorana neutrinos. Here again different masses Mj ranging from 100 GeV to 10 TeV can accommo-
date the ββoν data due to the cancellation among different terms in 〈| ν−1 |〉H. Within the constraint
(13), our coefficient K is not negligibly small and could be easily of order O(1), for instance with
M1 ≈ 100 GeV and η1U2e1 ≈ 10−2 while M2 ≈ 1TeV and η2U2e2 ≈ −10−1, just to give a feel for the
numbers.
By comparing (4) with (11), we note the crucial point: the combinations of masses and mixing in K
and in 〈| ν−1 |〉H are very dissimilar. Moreover the Uµi is lacking in 〈| ν−1 |〉H and present in K,
therefore while the constraint of ββ0ν severely controls e− + e− → W− + W−, it has little impact
on e− + e− → µ− + µ−. We have two independent processes ββ0ν and e− + e− → µ− + µ−,
instead of only one with ββ0ν and e− + e− → W− + W−, the latter is, in some sense, redundant.
Our loop background given in (9) is now compared with the same process e− + e− → µ− + µ−
governed by the tree diagram bilepton gauge boson Y −− exchange[2] of the SU(3)c×SU(3)L×U(1)
model. The cross section in this model, denoted by σ(Y ), may be written as
dσ(Y )
d cos θcm
=
|ρ|2
8π
(
MW
MY
)4 1 + cos2 θcm
(1− s/M2Y )2
G2Fs , σ(Y ) =
|ρ|2
3π
(
MW
MY
)4 G2Fs
(1− s/M2Y )2
(14)
where ρ ≤ 1 is the electron-muon flavour mixing in the model. The factor |ρ|2
(
MW
MY
)4
≤ 10−5 is
comparable with α2em|K|2/π2 in (9), sinceK ≈ O(1) due to superheavy Majorana neutrinos involved.
Also we note the difference between (9) and (14) in their cos θcm angular distribution and in their s
dependence.
In conclusion, the e− + e− → µ− + µ− could be of considerable importance to reveal the Majorana
nature of neutrinos since massive Dirac neutrinos cannot give rise to this reaction. It should be
therefore considered on the same footing with the neutrinoless double beta decay. Both processes
are equally competitive in their probe of the neutrinos nature, masses and mixing. Contrarily to the
low energy nuclei ββ0ν decay where superheavy neutrinos imply 1/Mj behaviour from (11), the
e−+e− → µ−+µ− is more sensitive to the neutrino mass because of its M2j ln(Mj) dependence, as
shown by (4) and (7). Paradoxically, unless nontrivial cancellation should occur inK between mixing
Uℓi and masses Mi, the e−+ e− → µ−+µ− cross section could be too large for Mi ≫MW. In any
way, our result (9) provides the inevitable background that must be confronted ”new physics” models
in the search of lepton-number violation.
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